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Dear Delegates,

Good Morning! Namaste! It is such an honour to have you with us for this Seminar today and we
hope that it will be a day of learning and gathering of information about Soilless Farming. Here is
our hearty welcome to each and every one of you.

The  aim  of  this  Seminar  is  to open  your eyes  to  the  Business Opportunities in the realms of
Soilless Farming also loosely referred to as Hydroponics.

We are also honoured to have amongst us  as  our  Honourable  Chief  Guest,  Dr  Ashok  Dalwai,
Addl Secretary, Agricultural Cooperation and  Farmers  Welfare, GOI  with  us , who  is  himself  a
learned man in the field of Agriculture and an Alumnus of the University of Agricultural Sciences,
Dharwad, Karnataka,

We have  a  list  of  eminent  speakers  who  will  educate  you on  various  aspects  such as  what
commercial hydroponics is all about, how actually a farm is run, various models available  to suit
different budgets, business verticals in this field, and actual business plans for  Hydroponics and
Aquaponics. You will also  get an insight  into  what the  state of  things are and  how  technology
available within India  will enable  accuracy in running  commercial systems, remove  guess work
and eliminate the possibilities of human error.

The highlight of this program  will  be  the  presentation of  an  alliance  of  people  and  start- up
companies called “United and Integrated’ working  in the  agri-horti space. This is the first time in
the annals of  Indian  agriculture  that  such  an  alliance of  companies has  been formed  not  to
compete with each other but to complement each other. With the formation of this organisation
every bit of the Soilless Farming spectrum will be covered as each member brings unique talents
which when hand shaken will make turnkey projects simpler and easier to execute.

I therefore implore one and all to make the best of this seminar and hope you will leave with the
knowing that whatever you need to know about  this area of  agriculture is well  and  truly within
your reach.

So Ladies and Gentleman fasten seat belts and hope you enjoy the day with us.

Soillessly Yours,

Vijay Yelmalle,
Founder CRAFT
& the UNI Team 
 

All India Seminar on Business Opportunities in
Soilless Cultivation 7th May 2016  
The Orchid Hotel, Mumbai
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CRAFTSEMINAR

Dr Ashok  Dalwai   is   an   Agricultural   Economist  by
qualification,  having  done    his   Masters   from   the
prestigious     University     of    Agricultural    Sciences,
Dharwad.  He subsequently  obtained  a  Doctorate in
Economics.

Afterjoining  the Indian Administrative Service in 1984,
he  has  had  an  illustrious  career  in  Developmental
Administration   where   he   has   implemented many
reforms  in  the  rural  agrarian  sector  in  the State of 
Orissa. In his capacity as the  Collector of  the  District,
both  in  the  states  of  Odisha and, Karnataka.he has
applied his deep knowledge of Agricultural

Science to transform the rural economy by increasing
agrarian    productivity     in     the    region.    As     the  
Commissioner of one  of  the  fastest   growing  Urban
metropolitan     cities  in   the  country -  Banglore.  Dr.
Dalwai  has   implemented   transformative  project  in
 Urban  Administration    through   the   Public- Private
Partnership    (PPP )   model.  The   Bangalore  Agenda
Task Force (BATF) was a pioneering initiative in  Urban
Administration  that  was  a  partnership  between the
citizens,   corporates   and    the   civic    administrative
agencies-    the     City      Corporation,      Metropolitan
Transport   Corporation,  Water  Supply  and sewerage
was hailed as a model in Urban Administration all over
the country. 

DR. ASHOK
DALWAI
Addl Secretary, Agricultural Cooperation
and Farmers Welfare, Govt Of India
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Dr Dalwai has held several important positions in the State Govt  like Secretary  of the Commerce  and

 Industries  Department,  Govt. Of Karnataka; Principal Secretary, Industries Department, and Principal

Secretary, Steels and Mines, Orissa. While occupying  these  positions, he has  shaped many  policies

that helped  the  growth  of  the  Industrial  sector of   the State. He  has been  the Chairman of various

Corporations   including   Orissa   Mining   Corporation  (OMC),  Industrial Development Corporation of

Orissa (IDCOL), Industrial Infrastructure Development  Corporation  (IDCO),  Industry   Promotion  and

Investment  Corporation  of  Orissa (IPICOL). During  this  tenure, Dr  Dalwai  has  introduced  modern

management principles and reengineered the Corporations into customer focused organisations.

He is currently serving as the Deputy  Director  General, UIDAI. In this capacity he  is the Head  of  the

Technology  Centre  which is responsible for  developing and   deploying state  of  the  art   technology

 for  biometric   enrolment  and  deduplication. He  is  also  the  Head  of  the  Bangalore Region which

covers the states of Karnataka, Kerala, Tamilnadu, Pondicherry & Lakshadweep.

He is presently the Addl  Secretary  , Agricultural   Cooperation   and   Farmers Welfare, Govt Of  India

and a driving force behind the eMandi internet platform. 



FIRST OF ITS KIND
SEMINAR,  WILL
OPEN DOORS TO
COMMERCIAL
SOILLESS
CULTIVATION IN
INDIA 

THE BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

Vijay Yelmalle
Mr Vijay Suresh  Yelmalle  is
the   CEO  and  Founder  of
CRAFT. A chemical engineer
by profession, he worked in
Singapore for 14  years.  He
is  an  MBA  from University
of Wales, UK.  He  returned
from Singapore  to work  in
Soilless    farming     sector.

CRAFT

The  'All  India  Seminar  on  Business   Opportunities  in   Soilless
Cultivation' is  a  joint  effort by 'CRAFT ' and  'AVF'  together  with
our   partners,  in  an  attempt  to  sensitize  the   people  in India
about  the  prospects   of  commercial    Soilless   farming.   While
Hydroponics and Aquaponics  are  widely  accepted   throughout
the world-  India is seemingly very stagnant at the infancy stage.

This Seminar creates  a common platform for all  stakeholders to
collaborate   and   work   together   to   achieve  greater results in
commercial     soilless   farming.  India   has   all   the     necessary
technology  and  skill  sets available and one no longer need  look
beyond  the  borders  to  set  up  Commercial  Soilless Cultivation
systems.  Delegates  will  get  a  chance   to   meet   and  hear  the
experts   with   decades   of   experience   in  commercial   soilless
cultivation.    Seminars   are   usually  a  one  way communication
exercise;  however  this  is  one  with  a  difference. There  will  be
enough time for panel discussions, which will allow the delegates
and industry experts to discuss on various topics .

Thank you!
 

VIJAY YELMALLE

AVF
The      Association     for
Vertical  Farming (AVF) is
the     first    and   largest
international    nonprofit
organization    aimed   at
driving     the       Vertical
Farming    (VF)    industry 

forward.   The    AVF’s  mission  is  the  rapid   and
sustainable development of VF around the world.
AVF sees a great need for fresh and healthy food
for    the     rapidly     growing     population    and
consequent  urbanization  in India. By  partnering
up  with  CRAFT,   AVF  is  actively   promoting  the
sustainable development  of  Vertical  Farming  in
India.

CRAFTSEMINAR

Currently    he    is    working     on    Commercial
models of Aquaponics and Hydroponics. Making
Commercial  soilless  farming  viable  in  India  is
 his dream.

Center   for   Research   in   Alternative    Farming
Technology   (CRAFT).      CRAFT,  with   its   motto
''Crafting sustainable ways to grow safe food’, has
a vision   to   be   one   of   the   leading     service
providers and farm producers in the commercial
soilless farming industry. CRAFT has all the latest
technologies  in   Aquaponics,  Hydroponics  and
Aeroponics. At CRAFT, the focus is on research in
leading edge technology for the modern Soilless
cultivation industry.
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ABOUT AVF

The   Association   for   Vertical   Farming   is   an
internationally active nonprofit  organization  of
individuals, companies, research institutions and
universities focusing on advancing Vertical
Farming technologies, designs and businesses.

AVF Vision

Leading the Vertical Farming movement to
facilitate healthy food, green jobs, environmental
protection and climate change resilience –
globally

AVF Mission

Foster the sustainable growth and development
of the Vertical Farming movement through
education and collaboration.

The human race  is  going through great challenges  and it seems like they are too big for 1  person, 1  city  or 1
country to handle. So how do we go about this? And what does this imply for our own life's path? Zjef will never
claim he holds the answer, yet he sees tremendous possibilities in  the fact  that more than ever, we're living in
an interconnected world. Zjef  will  speak about his experience with local and global cooperation for a healthier
Food strategy.

Local and Global cooperation towards a healthier future

Engagement Officer- AVF

MR ZJEF VAN
ACKER

What we offer

News on Vertical Farming industry & initiatives

Vertical Farming resources & tools

Design competitions & workshops

Annual AVF Summit

Exchange of research, knowledge, technology

Identify synergies and potential partnerships to shape

a new industry 

 And Monthly newsletter

What we initiate

Policy recommendations

Business collaborations

Demonstration projects

Technology partnerships

Data transparency
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LT CDR (RETD) CV
PRAKASH, CHIEF
VISIONARY AND
FOUNDER-HGTIPL
HYDROPONIC
GREENHOUSE
TECHNOLOGIES
INDIA PRIVATE
LIMITED 

LT CDR CV
PRAKASH (Retd)

CV,   as     he    is     known
amongst   his   peers   was
born into a predominantly
military oriented family.His
primary     and   secondary
education   was   at   Sainik
School Bijapur in Karnataka
State. He     is   also   an
alumnus of India’s premier

CV  learnt  the  technique  of  Hydroponics  from  the  best  of  growers,
consultants   and  resource    people  in  the  Hydroponics   Industry  in
Australia  and is  an  ardent  proponent  and  pioneer  of  this  futuristic
science in India.

 CV  plays   the  role  of  a  practical  grower,  a  plant  Nutrition   expert,
Turnkey   Consultant,     Greenhouse   Auditor,   Greenhouse   Hygiene
Management and Trainer in Commercial  and  Simplified Hydroponics.  

Many of his  works  can  be  seen  on   www.petbharoproject.co.in  and
makes  for  motivational  food  and  his  “Pet Bharo”  project is  an  awe
inspiring   saga,   that  he  commenced   in   India  in  late  2008,  with  a
mission  to  bring  technology  to  everyone  who needs it to grow their
own food. In short “technology without barriers”

 He  is  a  speaker  at  many  national  and   international   conventions,
notable   among  which  are   as   a   keynote  speaker  at  the   National
Conference  on  Food and  Water Security in  2009 at  IIM  Ahmedabad,
at the 2nd Global  Agri-Business Incubation  Conference  at  IARI,  Pusa,
New Delhi www.niabi.in

The first ever dedicated  Soilless/ Hydroponics  Conference at Mumbai,
in Feb  2014  and  2015, The  Green  Landscape  Summit 2014 at  Pune
and most recently  at the  International seminar on hi-tech agriculture
at the Agri-Intex  2014  at Coimbatore. He  was  also  a  speaker  at  the
first ever Global Agro Meet at Kochi on 6th Nov 2014 at Kochi in Kerala
State of India. 

CRAFTSEMINAR

and    Iconic    institution,   the   National   Defence
Academy, Pune. CV is a former Officer of the Indian
Navy and served in the elite submarine arm. Upon
his retirement, he migrated to Australia in 2001.   

Name: Lt Cdr CV Prakash (retd)
Designation: Full Spectrum
Hydroponics Consultant 
Organisation: Hydroponic
Greenhouse Technologies India
Pvt Ltd
E Mail: ceo@petbharoproject.co
.in
Mobile:  +91-8137848383
Qualification: Bachelor of
Arts/Self Taught Hydroponics
Expert
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Exclusive  interview  with

He  has  also  tested  his  first  prototype  of  an  animal
Hydroponic  fodder  machine in India with outstanding
results. His company has worked with several NGO’s to
bring   Hydroponics   technology   for   sustenance  and
livelihood  to  the  lower  and  less endowed sections of
society.  Hydroponic  Greenhouse  Technologies   India
Private Limited of which CV  is the Farmer-in-Chief  and
Founder has the unique distinction of having set up for
the first time in the  history  of  Agricultural  exhibitions
in India a 3500 Square Feet  Live  Hydroponics/ Soilless
pavilion  at  the  Agri-Intex  2014  at  Coimbatore in July
2014 which was witnessed by thousands of people and
had   rave  reviews.

One of his noteworthy  ideas  is creation of  Food Parks
in   the   peri-  urban    limits    of    large    cities,    using
Hydroponics   Technology    to   provide   clean,   green,
pesticide  free, fresh  vegetables,  fruits  and  herbs  for
 people.   These    Hydroponic   Food   parks   are    self-
sustaining      horticultural     cities     producing     fresh
vegetables   for    the   nearby   towns   and   cities.  The
concept  actually is a  path-breaking one and he wishes
that these ideas  be executed  under PPP’s. He has also
developed   a   design   for   a   Centre   for  Agricultural
Excellence,  which again is a vision of great purport.

He is also credited for building India’s first Commercial
Fully    automated    climate    controlled    Hydroponics
Greenhouse in India at Bangalore in  2010. He also has
completed   three  other  projects  one  at  Coimbatore,
one  at  Ahmedabad  to grow Ginger another landmark
project at Lusaka in Zambia. Presently he is working on
a 10 acre vegetable growing project using hydroponics
technology   at  Kothagiri,   near   Coonoor,   another  5
Hectare project in Gabon, Africa, 1 acre project each in
Dubai   and   in   Bahrain.   In   addition,   he   has   also
consulted for the tea gardens of Harrisons  Malayalam
in  Kerala  state,  for a Tomato  producer in Sri Lanka, a
Cucumber  grower in Pakistan  and also for a farmer in
UAE growing vegetables using  Hydroponics on 9 acres
at  Al  Ain. He  along  with  his  team at  Pet Bharo even
showed  by  personal  example  that  Hydroponic fresh
vegetables  could  be  sold  to a company like Walmart-
Bharti,   in   keeping   with   world  best   practices   and
international standards and at a selling price that beats
any known records in recent history.   

Presently    he   is    pursuing    three   top   of  the   line
hydroponic   projects.    He   is    building   a   Centre  of
Excellence   for  Hydroponics   for   the  world   famous
Gururaj Deshpande Foundation,  Shiggaon, Karnataka. 

Another  technology  demonstrator  for  the  Karnataka
Vikas  Grameen  Bank  at their Head Office in Dharwar,
Karnataka  and   the  third  another  landmark   project,
which will be a vertical hydroponics farm at Bhutan for
a client.

CV will have the distinction of setting up a Hydroponics
facility in Bhutan for the very first  time in that country.
He   was  invited   to   present   his   ideas  for  roof  top
hydroponic farming  to  the  Singapore  Government in
late  Feb  2016 and was accepted with rave reviews. CV
has  been  approached  by  World  Bank at Washington
DC  to  give  a  talk  on  Hydroponics  by  last quarter of
2016. Presently he is  doing a leafy lettuce project for a
client at  Magadi  near Bangalore. He also is connected
and  interacts  with  some  of the world’s best resource
people in the field of Hydroponics/Soilless cultivation.

CV  is  well  known  today in many  parts of the world in
the  field  of Hydroponics.  His work, articles, interviews
have  been  featured  in  many International magazines
for several years. He has  also the unique distinction of
having trained over 7000 students in India in Simplified
Hydroponics.  His  work  in  Hydroponics  in  India   has
truly  been  a “Saga of Tenacity, An Audacity of Hope, A
Beacon  for  future  Indian  agriculture” and in  his own
words  “A Journey Like No Other”.

His most  noteworthy  work  in  the  field  of agriculture
has  been  the  creation  of  a  team  called  “United  &
Integrated”  which   consists    of   5   start-  ups   and   2
Mentors. This is a group that will work in  collaboration
 to   create   a   Synergy    hitherto   unheard   in   Indian
agriculture.   Each   member   has   his   own   specialist
domain   expertise   and   these    when    put   together
will change the face of agriculture in India and possibly
in many other parts of the developing world.  

Finally CV  believes that ‘Know How’ is of no use, unless
there  is  ‘Do  How’   and   ‘Show   How’  and  this   is  his
steadfast   principle   in   everything   that   he  does. He
knows deep inside his  heart that  the right ingredients,
viz.     Passion    along    with    technological    advance
advances   only   can   bring   exceptional   value  to the
agriculture sector.

CV can be contacted on mob +91-81378-48383

Hiis email ceo@petbharoproject.co.in

You can see his work on www.petbharoproject.co.in

CRAFTSEMINAR
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A  graduate  in  Agriculture  (1992)  with  a  Masters in Food & Agricultural Marketing Management
(Mysore 1994) and totally passionate about growing in challenging climates.

With  his  inherent  strengths  and  a  green  thumb  he  has  over  2 decades of field experience in
agricultural    crop   production   and  total   hydroponic   project   development,   operations   and
management in  highly  arid/ desert  conditions  of  the  Gulf  as  he  is  individually  handling large
projects in the Middle East.

Mr. Rao brings  with  him  immense  knowledge  as  a Certified Crop Adviser (CCA – India) from the
American  Society  of  Agronomy  and  conducts  farm  internal  Audits  for  Global  GAP, BRC, LEAF
Marque,  ETI (SEDEX), and ISO 9001-2008. Well versed in F & V pack house management based on
HACCP  principles  and  high  standards  of  food  safety  & quality control in postharvest handling,
packaging and brand development of agricultural produce.

MR BHASKAR RAO

There  are   many  important   aspects  to  managing  a
hydroponics farm  business. Farm management  is the
collective term for various management strategies and
methods that are employed to keep a farm productive
and profitable.

FARM SOP’s
1. Operational procedures.
2. Fertigation procedures
3. Plant protection procedures
4. Computer climate control procedures
5. Harvest procedures
6. Packaging procedures
7. Dispatch procedures
8. Purchase procedures
9. Admin/Accounts procedures
10. Accommodation procedures.
11. OHAS (occupational health & safety plan)
procedures

FARM STANDARDS
All  farm  related   agricultural   activities   have   to   be
through   these   international  standard   practices   by
implementation  of  Global GAP,  IPM,  IFM,  integrating
environment and  farming,  supporting  local  produce,
reduction   of   carbon   foot   print,   food   safety   and
implementation    of   HACCP.  Adjiedi   Bakas  –   trend
watcher/speaker   and  author  of    “future    of    food”
mentions urban farms based upon hydroponics will be
developed in megacities. By 2050,  80% of  people  will
live in  cities.   Food   and   agriculture   become   more
industrial than ever yet the small market for  seasonal
& locally  produced  food   gains   popularity   amongst
elites    &   becomes   more     profitable.    The    global 
hydroponics market 

is projected to reach USD 395.2 million by 2020, at a CAGR
of 16% from 2015 to 2020.

The challenge ahead for hydroponic growers  worldwide is
to develop water-efficient, sustainable growing  systems to
supply high quality, safe  products  that  are  needed  for  a
quality   of   life   while   maintaining  a   healthy  planet.  To
achieve   this  goal,  the   hydroponics  industry   worldwide
needs to: • Adopt recycling   technology  which  offsets  the
need   for  soil,  water  and  energy  to  produce  crops  and
dramatically  reduce  natural resource use – Clean & Green
environment. • Develop new sustainable pest  and  disease
control  practices, without  pesticides  and fungicides – IFM,
IPM.   • Invest  in    food   technology    research,    including
biotechnology –  Feeding  the   9  billion   mouths  by  2050.
• Develop more  efficient  production  systems with smaller
footprints  and  demands  on natural  resources –  Support
Local    grown   Products.  • Develop    better     greenhouse
designs  and  construction  materials that  optimize climate
control – Best usage of available latest technology.  • Invest
in renewable energy resources,  such as  the  development
of    cheaper     plastic   solar   cells –   Alternative    Farming
technologies.      • Encourage    industry    recognition    and
support   by   governments;   share   technology   with   less
developed    hydroponic    and    greenhouse     industries –
Technology  dissemination  to  grass  root   level.  • Develop
market  access  for  ‘clean and green’ products – Consumer
awareness.

We at CRAFT  take a fresh,  client-focused  approach  to the
art  and  science  of hydroponic growing  of  crops.  We  are
committed  to  our  clients  and   to  utilizing  our  seasoned
team  of  experts to deliver   industry-leading  examples  of
profitable,   high  quality,   fresh  produce   safe  for  human
consumption.

COMMERCIAL HYDROPONICS
FARM EXPERT (CRAFT)
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Team ‘Precision-Farmers’ is  focused on
Design  and  Development  of solutions
for enabling Indian farming community
to    adopt    Precision    Agriculture    at
affordable cost.

Objectives  of  the team are to  improve
Yield     and    Quality    of     Agricultural
produce,  adoption  of Organic method
though integrated farming.

‘Sustainable  Agriculture’  is  vital  in the
present context. Adoption  of ‘Precision
Agriculture’     is      a     step       towards
sustainable      agriculture.       Precision
Agriculture     is     the     application   of
technologies and  principles to manage
spatial      and      temporal      variability
associated       with      all    aspects     of
agricultural   production   for improving
production and environmental quality.

The   most   important    fact   regarding
profitability  of  precision  agriculture  is
that    the     value    comes    from    the
application  of  the  data  and  not from
mere use of the technology!!

Mr.Siddalingayya is an “Engineer by Profession, Farmer by Passion”. He has diverse and in-depth
experience  in end  to end embedded system design, development and deployment. His special
interests  include Sensors,  Actuators,  precision analog  design, signal  conditioning,  safety  and
EMI/EMC, design  for reliability/ manufacturing. Siddalingayya is a Graduate in Engineering  from
Bangalore University. 

Contact Siddalingayya.G@precision-farmers.com www.precision-farmers.com 

Precision Farmers
Efficient Fields, Excellent Yields
 www.precision-farmers.com

CRAFTSEMINAR
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There is a need  to shift  from conventional,  resource  intensive  farming to smart technology  based farming.
This is  all   the  more  paramount  because,  virtually  all  business  domains  are  waking up to  the enormous
amount  of  information which  lies  hidden  in data.  Moreover, the  business  of  farming is not only resource
intensive but also  depends on a large number of parameters  which keep  changing. Of course,  there is  also
the need to adhere to quality, traceability and consumer awareness about the produce

The complexities due to high dependency on resources, in the  presence  of unpredictable variability and, the
need for high volume production, can be quite overwhelming  and chances of making mistakes and errors go
up.

There is also a need to bring in automation when it can be afforded.

This talk   would  highlight  some of  the  above  aspects, touch upon the basics of the Internet of  Things  and
data analytics and what are the trends supporting analytics with sensor data, in general.

Abhijit  Ghatak  is a  veteran of  the Indian Navy.  After
serving 20 years as a  submarine engineer, he worked
with IBM and Det Norske  Veritas in various capacities.
He  holds  a  MS in Mechanical Engineering and an MS
in Machine  Learning  and  Analytics.  He has  recently
completed an assignment with the EU as a researcher
in the area of Pattern Recognition and IoT.

IoT and Sensor Data Analytics in Hydroponic Horticulture

CDR ABHIJIT
GHATAK  (Retd)

CRAFTSEMINAR
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Girisha Kundapur, Director of Product  Innovation
at  Bitmantis  Innovations, Bangalore  comes from
an   agriculturist    family   with   two   decades   of
experience    in   IT   &   related   fields. With  deep
passion  in  agriculture  and  having  encountered
problems   with   conventional   farming  methods
first- hand, He saw this as an opportunity to apply
advanced  technologies  like   Internet- of- Things,
Precision  Agriculture  &  Data Science to increase
efficiency  in  food  production  by making it more
scientific.

CRAFTSEMINAR
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An Urban Farming revolution using technology

Micro farms in vertical provides solutions on issues
relating to large scale farming, the rising carbon

footprint, food miles and quantity over quality

Showcasing Future Farm's modular and portable
vertical farm modules.

Mr. Sriram Gopal is  an  Electronics
and     Communications    engineer
and  an   MBA   from    Scotland   in
Marketing  and   Strategy.  A   serial
entrepreneur  in    the   technology
and sustainability  space  and   has
over    a     decade    of    start    up-
experience across  Digital  product
development,  IoT  &  Hydroponics.
Future Farms, under his leadership
was    awarded     CII's    Agriculture
Start-up of  the  year  2016  &  CII's
Start-UP of the year 2016. 
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Harit  Krushi   is   a  Farming  Start-up  working   with
farmers   to    grow   good    quality   food.   Fruits   &
vegetables production by  conventional   methods in
India results in poor  quality  &  low  yields.  Farmers
depend on uncontrollable factors such  as  sun, rain,
nutrients   from  soil   to   grow. Consumers  end  up
paying a higher price for poor quality produce and a
much higher price for quality produce.

This    problem    can     be     solved     by     adopting
Hydroponics.  Hydroponics   production   techniques
increases   the    yield    compared    to   conventional
farming, improves quality   &  consistency    because
Hydroponics is a controlled environment agricultural
practice  where  all  the  parameters  required  for  a
plant  to  grow  are  controlled  by  the  grower.  This
provides for a uniform price throughout the year for
a quality produce  which  can  be   afforded   by   the
consumer.

 Low cost solutions – 1. Bamboo Greenhouse
                                      2. Hydroponic growing
techniques factoring economic scale of farmers .

 The Vision of Harit Krushi is to solve two problems -

1. Producing quality food at affordable prices.
2. Improving the farmer’s economic situation by
giving him a steady flow of income.  

CRAFTSEMINAR

Vinay. D.A   did  his   schooling    from  St
Ann’s  High school, Bangalore. He has an
under  graduate   degree  in  Mechanical
Engineering from East  West Institute of
 Technology (affiliated to VTU   Belgaum) 
 and pursued     Masters      degree      in
Engineering       and          Manufacturing
Management          from            Coventry
University (U.K).
As of now he is  working  with farmers in
getting       them    a     regular    monthly
income   with  bamboo poly-houses and
Hydroponics  and  assuring them of buy
back.. 

Economical solutions are at our hearts.
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Dr. S. M. Mantur obtained Ph.D. in Horticulture from UAS, Dharwad and Post Doctoral from
Texas A&M University, USA. He started working on protected cultivation since 2002 and has
developed  technologies  for enhancing productivity and  quality of  high value  flowers and
vegetables  under protected  condition  including   technologies  for  soil  less cultivation  of
orchids and anthuriums. He has participated in International course on R&D on irrigation &
fertigation  in controlled  environment  at  Israel during 2004;  International  Symposium on
models  in  protected cultivation held  at  Wageningen,  The  Netherlands during  2006 and
International Horticulture Congress at Brisbane, Australia during 2014. He has developed a
new  course  on ‘Protected  Cultivation of  Horticulture  Crops’ (2+1 Cr. hr.)  and  included in
curriculum  of  post  graduate  teaching. Dr. Mantur has published over 35 research articles
and 36 scientific national and international conference papers.  

DR S M MANTUR
Professor (Horticulture) & Head Hi Tech Horticulture
Unit, University  of  Agricultural  Sciences  Dharwad-
580 005, Karnataka
Email: mantursm@uasd.in  

The Hi-Tech Horticulture Unit has  been  established
at   University  of   Agricultural    Sciences,   Dharwad
during  2 006   to  carry  out  research  on  protected
cultivation  of   horticulture  crops  and  to  train  the
students and growers.

In  this  unit  30  different  types  of  polyhouses  and
shadenet houses have  been established on an area
of  7 acres. In the last one decade technologies have
been  developed   for  protected  cultivation  of  high
value   flowers   and    vegetables  including   soilless
cultivation of orchids and anthuriums.

For orchids different  media  and  growing  methods
and    for    anthuriums    different    media    holding
materials     for   effective     drainage     have    been
evaluated.  To  overcome  problems of  soil  and  for
efficient utilization of  water  and  nutrients,  soilless
cultivation technology is one of the best  options. To
overcome the problems  of rhizome  rot in  turmeric
and    ginger    trials   have    been    initiated    under
polyhouse with different soilless media. In  this  unit
farmers  and  school  dropouts have been trained in
containerized  vegetable  seedling  production using
soilless media (coco peat) and pro trays.

Soil less cultivation and Hi Tech Horticulture activities at UAS,
Dharwad, Karnataka
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Dr. Rajashekhar M.  Hosamani,  M.Sc.(Agri.), Ph .D.,  has over 25 years of distinguished
reputed research , teaching, extension , corporate, social  and  administrative  service
in  the  field of  horticulture  and soilless cultivation   with  a   single   minded   mission
mode approach of farmer centric sustainable  wholistic  growth and  development for
Indian rural  well   being.  He    has    experience    and    expertise   in   green    house
 cultivation  of   vegetables   (capsicums,   tomato,   cucumber,   lettuce,  etc.),    flowers
(carnations, gerberas, roses,  orchids, anthuriums  etc.),   nursery,  etc .He  has  taught
and guided   undergraduate,  graduate,  post-graduate, doctoral students to   become
leaders in the field of all round agri-horticulture development  in  the country. He  has
 over  60 research,  scientific, extension  publications to  his  credit. He  has been  very
 actively  associated  in the development of environment friendly varieties and hybrids
of crops  with  increased  yield  potential  as well  as  resistance  to   pests-disease s to
reduce pesticide usage. 
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DR R M HOSAMANI

Horticulture is the  backbone of  human  health and inseperable component of beauty around us to make us
feel complete and be a beacon  of change for  overcoming all lifestyle related maladies to ensure healthy and
happy life.

Farmers  are   very  commendable,  adorable,  special , interesting people  striving  tirelessly  through  vicious
climatic  vagary  changes  cycles,  economic  market  hardships, all  seasons  demanding   physical  field  level
workouts, unpredictable surprises of  pests  and  diseases outbreaks disasters, unfreezable non-postponable
farm  operations,  resources  scarce  situations,  raising  expectations  with  respect  to  modern  day  societal
standards of living, etc. They are hard hit and their prosperity is propeller of rest of the growth in the national
economy.

Horticulture  is  hope  for  their diversified  growth  capable  of absorbing  new  cost-effective  technologies to
overcome insurmountable soil related  diseases or  nutrients  problems  and  dwindling horizontal  cultivable
areas on account of ever expanding concrete jungle growth. Smart greening of concrete jungles both indoors
and  outdoors   (rooftops,  outside   walls)   is  inevitable   option  to  meet   out  organic,  pesticide  free  fresh
vegetables at a hands reach through vertical roof top, kitchen gardening. Choices among light  weight soilless
cultivation   technologies   like   hydroponics,  aeroponics,   etc.,  under   controlled   protected   cultivation   is
profound. These are the technologies to  rely upon and their horizontal spread  depends on their competitive
cost effectiveness, ready accessibility, ease of implementation, consumer rewarding the quality produce from
soilless cultivation, etc.

 Large number of small and marginal farmers constitute  Indian horticulture. Their large  volume indicate  the
potential picture of big size of  market fo r these  technologies and prospect of making  them  affordable. The
growing keenness of educated and the well-off to find their livelihood and  growth from  agri-horticulture is a
strength to expanded acceptance for these ultra modern soilless cultivation  technologies. They are bound to
prevail in days to come as future options to the farmers of this country with more  refinement suited  to local
needs and conditions. 
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Associate Professor of Horticulture, University of
Agricultural Sciences, Dharwad
Contact: rmhosamani@gmail.com 

Soilless cultivation prospects –Indian Horticulture
and Indian Farmer
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Mr. Manoj Rawat is  a  B.Tech (Gold Medallist), M.B.A and CAIIB  with 20  years  hands-on  experience in Rural
business   development,   Agriculture  banking  and  Priority  Sector  lending.  In  his  current  role  as   Head -
Agribusiness  for  RBL Bank,  Mr. Manoj  manages  Retail  Agriculture finance, Farmer finance, Agri-corporate,
Value chain finance, Warehouse and Commodity finance.

Prior  to  joining  RBL  Bank,  he  had  a  long  stint  with  NABARD  (National  Bank  for  Agriculture  and  Rural
Development)  and  Fullerton  India,  a  subsidiary  of  FFH  Pte  Ltd  (a  wholly  owned  subsidiary  of Temasek
Holdings, Singapore). Mr. Manoj Rawat started his career as an engineer with ISRO.

Mr. Manoj Rawat has  been  instrumental  in  setting  up, growing  and leading rural & agriculture businesses
pan  India  which  include  retail  agribusiness, commodity finance,  wholesale & corporate agri-finance, value
chain  finance  and  microfinance.  He  has  worked  on  development of bankable models for agriculture and
rural  finance   and  has   also  handled   credit  and  risk  management  for  rural  business.  He  has  handled
consultancy assignments on development of  agri-marketing   infrastructure   development, agro- processing
and natural resources management.

Mr. Manoj  Rawat  has  also  been  involved  in  initiatives  relating    to  natural  resources  management  and
livelihood  development  projects  including Indo-German Watershed Project (IGWDP), where he worked with
multilateral   agencies,   farmer   groups,   NGOs  and   government  departments.  He  is  closely  involved  in
initiatives  on  Financial Inclusion, Village Knowledge Centers and Participatory & Community based resource
Management projects.

MR MANOJ RAWAT
Head Agribusiness Rural, RBL Bank
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Crafting alternate ways to grow safe food

Know more: www.craftagro.com

Like us: www.facebook.com/craftagro

Querries: enquiry@craftagro.com

Talk to us: 8767013131


